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Resonant peak in the output spectral profile of an ionic anti-Stokes Raman laser

S. A. Babin, S. I. Kablukov, S. V. Khorev, E. V. Podivilov, V. V. Potapov, D. A. Shapiro, and M. G. Stepanov
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~Received 5 May 2000; revised manuscript received 13 November 2000; published 8 May 2001!

Continuous-wave generation of the anti-Stokes Raman laser is demonstrated in the newL scheme
Ar II 3d8 2G9/2→4p8 2F7/2→4s8 2D5/2 with quasimetastable initial and final levels. Red pump radiation with
wavelengthlp5611 nm from a dye laser that excites transition 3d8 2G9/2→4p8 2F7/2 is converted into the
blue radiation atl5461 nm (4p8 2F7/2→4s8 2D5/2) with efficiency of about 30%. The tunability range spans
more than 20 GHz around exact resonance, which is five times broader than the Doppler contour. The output
frequencyv is found to depend linearly on the frequencyvp of the pump field:v.vplp /l. A sharp peak of
output power is observed in the spectral profile at the exact resonance instead of the well-known two-photon
dip. The model is proposed that includes ionic scattering in plasma and interaction of the running pump and
standing output waves. The theory offers an interpretation of the observed peak.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.063804 PACS number~s!: 42.55.Ye, 32.70.Jz, 52.20.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many interesting optical effects have attracted particu
interest in Raman lasing. Recent examples are nonlinear
namics, including longitudinal-mode competition and bis
bility @1#, inversionless gain@2#, amplification of ultrashort
pulses @3#, suppression of quantum noise@4#, intracavity
electromagnetically induced transparency@5#, and creation of
the population inversion on transitions involving the grou
state@6#. Meanwhile, one of major purposes of these effo
is to achieve the short-wavelength amplification and gen
tion ~for reference list see@7–9#!.

Up-conversion methods are based in general on 3-
4-level systems. Most progress has been made toward
goal in four-wave mixing schemes@10–12#. However, in the
mixing experiments the efficiency was low@10#, or the fre-
quency shift was small@11#, or the output radiation was no
continuous @12#. Proposed ‘‘inversionless’’ gain scheme
with large shifts @13# have not been experimentally con
firmed yet. Thus, in spite of obvious achievements, in pr
ciple demonstrations, realization of the continuous powe
up conversion with large frequency shift remains an u
solved problem.

In this view, the RamanL scheme, Fig. 1, is still of
interest, especially its capability of short-wave generati
The largest frequency shift in continuous mode, from the
to blue spectrum, has been obtained in argon plasma@14,15#.
In the experimental configurations, 3d-metastable levels
were used as the starting ones (n), while short-lived
4s 2P1/2,3/2served as the final levels (l ). This group of states
is thoroughly studied, since they are utilized as lower lev
in argon-ion laser transitions. The chosen combination
lifetimes provides the maximum population inversion on t
Raman transitionnl, and as a result, the conversion ef
ciency increase up to 60%. Since the main lasing chann
provided by the stepwise process, the tunability range
that scheme is limited by the Doppler width. Pump photon
absorbed on the transitionnm from initial to intermediate
statem, after that the output photon is emitted on the ad
cent transitionml.

Schemes with long-lived final level realized in atom
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gases, e.g., NeI @16#, have lower conversion coefficient~less
than 10%), whenever their tunability range exceeds 1
Doppler widths. The physical reason is the two-photon p
cess that is predominant in these schemes. Simultaneou
sorption of the pump photon and emission of the output p
ton occur. A narrow dip has been predicted in the out
spectrum having the width of forbidden transition~see, e.g.,
Refs. @17,18#!. This two-photon dip was observed in th
neonL scheme 2p1→2s2→2p4 with wavelengthslp51.5
and l51.15 mm @19#. The spectral profile displayed a di
with the width of forbidden transition between the initial an
the final levels.

In the present paper, the scheme of up conversion is
posed for ArII transitions 3d8 2G9/2→4p8 2F7/2→4s8 2D5/2
with a relatively long-lived final state. Level lifetimes in thi
scheme are close to that in NeI, while the wavelength shift is
much greater. In spite of the close parameters, our meas
ment does not reveal the expected two-photon dip. A sh
peak is observed in the center of the spectral profile inste

In contrast to other gas lasers, an additional broadenin
nonlinear resonances occurs in ion lasers, in particular
two-photon resonance gets broadened. Analysis of the C
lomb broadening due to ion scattering in plasma is based
a Fokker-Plank type kinetic equation~see Refs.@20# and ref-
erences therein!. The small-angle scattering leads to diffu
sion in the velocity space. This theory was limited by t
domain of weak saturation, whereas the strong-field effe

FIG. 1. RamanL configuration with Bohr frequenciesvmn

5(Em2En)/\ andvml5(Em2El)/\, Ej are the levels of energy
The widths of levels are shown schematically by the boxes. Circ
denote relative populations.
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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are important to explain the intracavity photon-ion intera
tion in the Raman laser.

Now the theory is expanded to the case of a strong fiel
a standing-wave mode. It occurs that either two-photon
other optical coherence effects are suppressed by the d
sion of phase and turn out to be negligible under a str
field. The only essential broadening is that of population d
tribution over velocity. The derived expression is appropri
to interpret the peak in the spectral profile, i.e., the out
power as a function of the pump frequency.

In Sec. II, we describe the experimental setup. The
quency curve, i.e., the dependence of output frequency
the input one, is shown to be a linear function. The spec
profile with the sharp peak in the center is presented.

In Sec. III, the equations for the density matrix are solv
for a three-levelL system with Coulomb scattering. Sectio
III A introduces the kinetic equation for ionicL scheme,
where we take into account the Coulomb small-angle s
tering but ignore the contribution of higher spatial harmon
of standing wave~rate equations! and the coherence effect
Section III B contains estimations of experimental plas
parameters. It is shown that under the considered condit
the diffusion of phase has managed to destroy the coher
between initial and final states. Thus we can ignore the t
photon process with respect to optical pumping. In S
III C, the Raman amplification, i.e., the power of standi
wave generated in unit volume, is calculated. The sim
formula obtained corresponds to a quantum amplifier w
optically short active medium neglecting spontaneous de
In Sec. III D, the more realistic problem is treated. We ta
into account the propagation effects, i.e., solve the kin
equation for ions together with equations for the field. T
spontaneous decay is also accounted. The formula for
consistent output power as a function of input detuning
derived.

Section IV is devoted to comparison between the the
and experiment. The least-square fitting with reasonable
rameters is performed. Validity domains of the theoreti
model are discussed. Section V summarizes the results.

II. DETUNING CHARACTERISTICS

The three-levelL scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The inpu
pumping field resonant to transitionmn with frequencyvp is
converted into output field with frequencyv, resonant to
transition ml. The wavelengths for ArII lp5611 nm and
l5461 nm correspond to up-conversion. Starting leven
(3d8 2G9/2) is metastable, its radiative decay into the grou
state 3p5 2P3/2 is forbidden by theDJ50,1 selection rule.
However, in gas-discharge plasma the lifetime of leveln is
limited by inelastic collisions with electrons and amounts
Gn

21'40 ns@15,21#. For final levell (4s8 2D5/2) the dipole
transition into ground state is also forbidden, since the pa
Ar III configuration changes. Nevertheless, this rule is
strict for Ar II , hence the characteristic radiative lifetime is
the interval G l

21'10–27 ns according to calculations b
different authors @22,23#. The intermediate level m
(4p8 2F7/2) is similar to the laser level 4p8 2F5/2. The latter
is used as the upper level of laser line 501.7 nm, and is w
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studied. Its radiative lifetime is 8.5 ns. The electron dea
vation decreases this value toGm

21'6 ns, see Ref.@20#.
Thus, the inequalityGn ,G l!Gm is roughly valid.

The off-diagonal relaxation constantGnl of forbidden
transition is much less than those of allowed transitio
Gmn ,Gml . In this case, the effects of two-photon coheren
should prevail in the three-level system considered. The r
of relaxation constants and their absolute values are clos
that of the Raman laser in atomic neon 2p1→2s2→2p4. In
neon, the coherence effects led to a narrow dip that appe
in the center of the spectral profile. The width of the dip
given by the constantGnl of the forbidden transition.

Level populations in the argon-laser plasma are gover
by the balance between radiation and the collision proces
In the scheme under consideration they areNn
'1011 cm23@Nl;Nm'1010 cm23 @21#. The starting level
is much more populated than other levels. Population inv
sion on transitionml in conventional discharge is absen
correspondingly the continuous generation was never
served at this line, see Refs.@24,25#.

A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
Active medium of the Raman laser was created by mean
the low-pressure discharge at currentI'100 A in 7-mm-
bored tubeT. The length of active part wasL550 cm. Ho-
mogeneous pressure distribution along the tube axis was
with the help of a slow longitudinal flow of gas@26#. The
continuous-wave dye laser~DL! with Rh6G was used for
pumping. Its power was up to 100 mW in single-frequen
mode at the wavelength of 611 nm. The pump radiation w
directed by mirrors into the tubeT. Internal mirrors M1, M2
were attached to tube ends by means of vacuum bellows.
reflection coefficient of the mirrors was high at 461 nm a
low at 611 nm. The output transmission at 461 nm in the fi
experiment was aboutT.0.3%. An absorption of the wea
signal was also measured; in this measurement the powe
the dye laser was lowered. The red and blue lines were s
rated with diffraction grating~DG!. The spectra of the dye
and Raman lasers were registered by scanning interfer
eters SI1, SI2, photodiodes PD1, PD2 andl-meter WM
‘‘Angstroem’’ with a sensitivity of 8 digits~down to 10 MHz
in frequency units!. The power was measured with phot
diodes PD3 and PD4.

During the scanning of pump frequency the data w
synchronously written by a PC. Recorded data gave two

FIG. 2. Experimental setup: DL, dye laser; T, discharge tu
M1, M2, mirrors of the Raman laser cavity; DG, diffraction gratin
SI1 and SI2, scanning interferometers; PD1, PD2, PD3, and P
photodetectors; WM, wavelength meter, PC, computer.
4-2
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RESONANT PEAK IN THE OUTPUT SPECTRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 063804
perimental curves: the generated frequencyv as a function
of pump frequencyvp ~Fig. 3! and the output powerWAS as
a function of pump frequencyvp ~Fig. 4!.

Analyzing the data of frequency measurement we c
clude that the generation frequency is proportional to
pumping one:

V

k
5

Vp

kp
. ~2.1!

Here V5v2vml and Vp5vp2vmn are the detunings. A
typical series of experimental points in Fig. 3 proves dep
dence~2.1!. At different parameters, no deviation from th
linear law was observed and the slope was constant. S
scattering of points is originated from jumps between lon
tudinal modes of the cavity~about 100 MHz!. The detuning

FIG. 3. Frequency correlation: the measured dependence of
erated frequency detuningV5v2vml on the detuning of pumping
frequencyVp5vp2vmn . The solid curve is a straight line with
slopek/kp .

FIG. 4. Spectral profile in the ‘‘high-Q’’ cavity (T50.3%): the
generated powerWAS as a function of the pump frequency detunin
Vp at current 100 A, pressure 0.2 Torr. For comparison, the D
pler width kvT is shown in the graph. The sharp peak at the cen
is discussed in Sec. IV.
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range of the Raman laser exceeded 5 Doppler widths (kvT
53.2 GHz). The conversion efficiency at the center was
high as 30%.

The most unexpected feature was observed in the spe
profile, Fig. 4. It was a sharp peak at the center instead of
dip typical for neon atomic lines@19#. The characteristic
width of the peak, 500–800 MHz, was much greater than
expected widthGnl'20 MHz of forbidden transition. The
curve had a three-scale structure: a relatively narrow pea
the center, the smooth dip of the nearly Doppler wid
around, and wide wings. The wings~and consequently, the
tunability range of the Raman laser! were almost indepen
dent of the discharge parameters and pump power. The
exhibited more sensitivity to the discharge current and pr
sure and disappeared at low currentsI<40 A. It became
deeper, on the other hand, by decreasing the pump powe
low-intensity pumping, the generation at the center vanis
and a gap formed in the spectral profile with the width ab
kvT . Here, the generation remained outside the Dopp
width.

Surprisingly, in the ‘‘high-Q’’ cavity (T50.3%) the gen-
eration on theml transition~461 nm! appeared under lowe
argon pressurep,0.1 torr even without pumping. Note tha
the continuous laser oscillation at this line was never
served, while pulsed generation has been obtained under
cific conditions@24#. In our device, long-term operation un
der low pressure was hard because of discharge instabi
that shorten the tube lifetime. Although experiment in th
regime was difficult, it was helpful, since it allowed us
find the reason of the dip formation and to provide the R
man lasing in a ‘‘low-Q’’ cavity (T57%).

It was clarified that the dip in the spectral profile w
caused by nonuniform pressure distribution along the d
charge axis@26#. Cathode and anode bulbs contained cold
ions under higher pressure compared to the plasma colu
Under conditionNm'Nl , the contribution of the electrode
layers into absorption leads to significant perturbation of

FIG. 5. Measured spectral profiles in ‘‘low-Q’’ cavity (T
57%) at current 70 A along with theoretical curves:P/t56.89~80
mW!, N/t50.53~curve 1!; P/t54.65~54 mW!, N/t50.53~curve
2!; P/t52.33~27 mW!, N/t50.53~curve 3!; P/t52.33~27 mW!,
N/t50.0056~curve 4!. Pressure was 0.1 Torr~curves 1,2, and 3! or
0.15 Torr~curve 4!.
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Doppler line forml transition. In particular, there existed a
operation mode with the absorption at the line center
amplification at wings. The effect manifested itself in mul
mode generation~without pumping!; its spectral profile,
measured near the threshold at high pressure, showed a
dip that disappeared at lower pressure. It means that sim
effect should exist in the spectral profile of small signal ga

Under lower pressure, when the longitudinal distributi
was more smooth, the Raman lasing could be observed in
transparent cavity, i.e., atT57%. When the pump was off
the integral gain was less than the losses for output mi
transmission. The power of dye laser of about 10 mW~in-
tensity 0.4 W/cm2) was enough for lasing. Experiment
curves, recorded at different discharge parameters and p
power showed no dip, Fig. 5. A sharp peak was evid
against the background of the broad wings. The relative p
height was within 30–50 % in the wide domain of para
eters. At low pumping power and relatively high pressure
single isolated peak was observed without wings. Howe
the accuracy of measurement under these conditions was
due to strong fluctuations near the threshold. A model in
preting the peak is discussed in the next section.

III. COULOMB DIFFUSION UNDER A STRONG FIELD

A. Basic equations

The standing output wave has the form

E~x,t !5E e2 ivt~eikx1e2 ikx!1c.c.,

where frequencyv is close to Bohr frequency of transitio
ml, x is the coordinate along the cavity, and c.c. means
complex conjugate term. Let us write the off-diagonal e
ment of the density matrix ignoring higher spatial harmon
e3ikx,e5ikx, . . . :

rml~x,u,t !5e2 ivt@eikxr1~u!1e2 ikxr2~u!#.

Polarizationsr1 andr2 are induced by the waves running
positive and negative directions, respectively. Hereu is the
projection of the velocityv onto the wave vectork. The
power of induced emission is given by the integral over
locities

P~V!52\v ReE du@ iG* „r1~u!1r2~u!…#, ~3.1!

whereG5Emml/2\ is the Rabi frequency of the probe field
andmml is the dipole moment of transitionml.

In experiment, the external pumping field on transiti
mn enters the cavity

Ep~x,t !5E pei (kpx2vpt)1c.c.

That is a traveling wave propagated in a positive direction
excites ions from the long-lived leveln to the upper levelm,
increasing, in doing so, the population inversion on
working transitionml.

Amplitudesr6(u) could be found from the kinetic equa
tion @20#
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@G lm2 i ~V7ku!#r65V̂r lm2 iG~rm2r l !,

G lr l5V̂r l12 Re@ iG* ~r11r2!#1Aml~rm2rm
0 !1G lr l

0 ,

Gmrm5V̂rm22 Re@ iG* ~r11r2!#22 Re~ iGp* r!

1Gmrm
0 , ~3.2!

@Gmn2 i ~Vp2kpu!#r5V̂r2 iGp~rm2rn!,

where r j[r j j is the population of level j, r(u)
5exp@2i(kpx2vpt)#rmn is the polarization induced by th
pumping field,G j and G i j are the relaxation constants fo
level j and polarizationr i j , V5v2vml and Vp5vp
2vmn are the same detunings of the output and pump wa
with respect to the corresponding Bohr transition frequ
cies, as in Eq.~2.1!, Aml is the Einstein coefficient,Gp
5Epmmn/2\ is the Rabi frequency for pump wave,mmn is
the dipole moment of transitionmn, r j

05Nj exp(2u2/
vT

2)/ApvT is the equilibrium population of levelj without the
field, which has a shape of one-dimensional Maxwellian d
tribution with thermal velocityvT5A2Ti /m, whereTi is the
ion temperature in the energy units, andm is the ion mass. In
the equation for the density matrix we drop out the ter
proportional to polarizationrnl at the forbidden transition
and contribution of the higher spatial harmonics.

The operator of small-angle ion-ion scatteringV̂ describes
the velocity change of an ion. Random wandering of the
in the microfield of other charged particles can be presen
as a diffusion in velocity space:

V̂5D
d2

du2
, D5

8ApN e4

3m2vT

L,

whereD is the diffusion coefficient,N,e are the ion density
and charge, andL is the Coulomb logarithm@27#.

B. Approximation of strong Coulomb diffusion

The pumping field is in resonance with ions having velo
ity u* 5Vp /kp . Nonlinear correction to the population dis
tribution ~the Bennett holes! reaches maximum atu5u* . In
a similar way, the generated field is in resonance with ions
velocity u* 56V/k for the wave running in the positive
(1) or negative (2) direction, respectively. Nonlinear cor
rectionsdr j (u)5r j2r j

0 that appear because of interactio
with the fields, have the shape of narrow peaks or dips w
extrema at resonant velocitiesu* . Since the random velocity
change of an ion in plasma follows the diffusion lawADt,
the width of a nonlinear structure cannot be less than
diffusion width Du5AD/G j . Under typical experimenta
conditions G j;23108 s21, kvT;231010 s21, Dk2;(2
3109 s21)3, N;1014 cm23, and Ti;1 eV, we can take
advantage of the following inequalities:

G lm

k
,
Gmn

kp
!AD

G j
!vT .
4-4
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From the first relation it follows that the diffusion widthDu
of the corrections is much greater than their collisionle
widths. The second relation means that the diffusion width
small compared to thermal velocityvT .

If we neglect ion-ion collisions, the gain for the generat
wave is induced by optical pumping processes, caused
population transfer from leveln to m, and coherent two-
photon processes, caused by polarizationrnl on the forbid-
den transition. In our case the contribution of two-phot
processes can be ignored, since the polarizationrnl is sup-
pressed by the Coulomb diffusion. Pump and probe wa
do modulate the polarization as exp@i(k2kp)x#, thenrnl turns
to zero if the statistical uncertainty of particle coordinateDx
approachesp/(k2kp). Value Dx is defined by the velocity
diffusion Dx5Du t and grows up with time asDx
.D1/2t3/2. Hence the time of dephasing can be estimated
tD.@D(k2kp)2#21/3;1029 s. That is much less than th
relaxation timeGnl

21 at the forbidden transition. This relatio
among times signifies the strong damping of polarization
the possibility of neglecting two-photon coherent proces
in the kinetic equation~3.2!.

Thus, the gain of the generated standing wave has
peaks at resonant frequenciesV56Vpk/kp . Their heights
are nearly equal; the width of each is controlled by the d
fusion DV5kAD/Gm. The small-signal gain is independe
of the sign of detuning, therefore, both waves seemin
must come to generation. However, even a tiny contribut
of coherence effect to the gain coefficient of one wave bre
the symmetry and gives an advantage to one of the two
sibilities. This disbalance is enhanced by the nonlinear m
competition@28#, as a result the generation occurs only
V51Vpk/kp . At the same time, the influence of coheren
processes on the generation power is negligible provi
uVpu,kpvT .

The formation of a single peak in the center of the sp
tral profile @Figs. 4 and 5# can be explained merely by popu
lation effects. Let us consider the distribution of polarizati
over velocity u. The population differenceDNml(u)
5rm(u)2r l(u) at the maximum of nonlinear correctio
drm , u5u* 5Vp /kp , within the Doppler contour is almos
independent ofVp . Then, the gain for the copropagatin
wave is independent of the detuning, too.

At small detuningVp&kpAD/Gm, the wave running in
the negative direction may also be amplified due to the po
lation inversion created by the pumping field. Converse
when the detuning exceeds the diffusion widthVp5kpu*
@kpAD/Gm, the pumping field creates no inversion for pa
ticles with negative velocityu52u* , i.e.,DNml(2u* ) can
be ignored. Then the amplification of the opposite wave
absent. Thus, the frequency dependence of the stand
wave gain copies the shape of nonlinear correctiondrm to
the upper-level population. Consequently, the deviation fr
equilibrium occurs even at low output intensity doma
where saturation effects are absent. This feature distingui
the effect from the Lamb dip@28#. The Lamb dip is a non-
linear effect and it requires saturation on the working tran
tion. The saturation in our case makes the quantitative c
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sideration more complicated, however, it does not change
main conclusion about the diffusional nature of the peak

C. Raman gain

To derive the expression for spectral profile we take in
account the saturation effects on the working transitionml,
but restrict our consideration to the linear approximati
with respect to the pumping intensity, i.e., ignore saturat
on transitionmn. The polarization at allowed transitions as
function of velocityu has the shape of narrow contours ce
tered atu5Vp /kp5V/k for r1(u) andr(u) or u52V/k
for r2(u). The width of each contour is determined by th
dephasingdu;tD

21/k;(D/k)1/3!AD/G j . In accepted ap-
proximations, kinetic equation~3.2! gives the integrals for
polarizations

2 Re~ iG* S6!5
2puGu2

k
~rm2r l !uu56u

*
,

2 Re~ iGp* S!5
2puGpu2

kp
~rm

0 2rn
0!uu5u

*
, ~3.3!

where

S65E du r6~u!, S5E du r~u!.

In Eq. ~3.2! for populations, the narrow functions can b
replaced byd functions

r6~u!5S6d~u7u* !.

After this replacement the equations for populations take
following form:

G lr l5D
d2r l

du2
1S1Aml~rm2rm

0 !1G lr l
0 ,

Gmrm5D
d2rm

du2
2S2

2puGpu2

kp
d~u2u* !@rm

0 ~u* !2rn
0~u* !#

1Gmrm
0 , ~3.4!

S5
2puGu2

k
$d~u2u* !@rm~u* !2r l~u* !#

1d~u1u* !@rm~2u* !2r l~2u* !#%.

In the Doppler limitkvT→` the set is reduced to algebra
equations that can be solved analytically.

First, let us show how to solve set~3.4! without sponta-
neous decay (Aml50), then we treat the general case. W
seek the population distributions as two exponential curv

r j5r j
01Aj

1expS 2
uu2u* u

AD/G j
D 1Aj

2expS 2
uu1u* u

AD/G j
D .

~3.5!
4-5
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Substituting Eq.~3.5! into Eq. ~3.4! we get the following
equations forAj

6 :

2ADG lAl
65

2puGu2

k
@rm~6u* !2r l~6u* !#,

2ADGmAm
152

2puGu2

k
@rm~u* !2r l~u* !#

2
2puGpu2

kp
@rm

0 ~u* !2rn
0~u* !#,

2ADGmAm
252

2puGu2

k
@rm~2u* !2r l~2u* !#.

Expressing the population difference at pointu56u* in
terms ofAj

6 again, we obtain a linear set of equations f
amplitudesAj

6 . Calculated amplitudes allow one to find th
power generated from the unit volume at working frequen
v as a function of the pump detuningVp using Eqs.~3.1!
and ~3.3!:

P~Vp!5
2p\vuGu2

k
@DNml~u* !1DNml~2u* !#

5
2Ap\vuGu2f T

kvT

2Nml1PNnm~11e2z!

11p~11q1e2z1qe2z/q!
,

~3.6!

where f T5exp(2Vp
2/kp

2vT
2) is the Doppler factor, z

52uVpu/kpAD/Gm is the detuning of the pumping field no
malized to the diffusion width,q5AGm /G l is the ratio of
diffusion widths of levelsl andm, Ni j 5Ni2Nj is the popu-

lation difference, and p5puGu2/ADk2Gm and P
5puGpu2/ADkp

2Gm are the dimensionless Raman-laser a
pump-wave intensity, respectively.

Expression~3.6! consists of two terms. The first one d
scribes the linear absorption or amplification and is prop
tional to the unperturbed~equilibrium! population difference
Nml at the working transition. The second term is respons
for amplification induced by the optical pumping and prop
tional to the productPNmn of the pump power and the popu
lation difference between starting and intermediate lev
Nnm . In our experimentsNn@Nm ,Nl ;PNnm@Nml , there-
fore the second term, i.e., the optical pumping, prevails. T
pumping induces the peak atuVpu,0.5ADkp

2/Gm. Its shape
is described by a sharp exponential curve, a copy of
Bennett peak in the velocity distribution~3.5! at the upper
level m. Its height significantly exceeds the linear amplific
tion. In the case of weak saturationp!1, the denominator
~3.6! is independent ofz. The contrastC of the peak can be
defined as the amplification at its centerz50 divided by that
at the wingsz@1. The contrast turns out to beC52.

In the limit of strong saturationp@1, we can ignore 1 in
the denominator~3.6!. At q@1, i.e., for the long-lived lower
level, the narrow peak in the gain contour induced by
pumping is also observable under strong saturation. Its
file is cusplike and given by the exponential curve and
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width is determined by the diffusion at the upper levelm
again. Its contrastC52 is the same, but its height is lowere
by factorpq. In the opposite limit of short-lived lower leve
q!1, as well as for equal relaxation constantsq51, the
cusp in the gain disappears, since factors (11e2z) in the
numerator and denominator cancel out. In the intermed
caseq.1, the peak can combine with a wide dip. Its wid

is limited by diffusion at the lower levell; DV5ADkp
2/G l .

An analogous two-scale contour has been discussed con
ing experiments on the Lamb dip in ionic spectra of a tw
level system with different level lifetimes@20#.

D. Self-consistent Raman lasing

To derive the expression for self-consistent generat
power of the Raman laser, let us equate the gain of indu
radiation to the losses in the cavity

P~Vp!5
cuEu2

8p

12r

L
,

where r is the reflection coefficient of the coupling mirro
12r .T, andL is the length of active part of the medium
Neglecting absorption of the pump wave we get the int
cavity intensity

p~z!5
Nf T1P fT~11e2z!2t

t~11q1e2z1qe2z/q!
, ~3.7!

where

N52
Nm2Nl

Nn2Nm

is the dimensionless population difference on the work
transition, and

t5
cuEu2

8p

12r

L

kvT

2\vApuGu2~Nn2Nm!

is the dimensionless level of losses.
While we seekp, we assume the pump powerP constant.

For a real laser, the pumping field is inhomogeneous al
the medium due to its absorption. To take the absorption
account we should average the calculated exponential de
dence over the coordinateP(x)5P exp(2afTx):

^P&5
1

LE0

L

P~x!dx5P
12exp~2a f TL !

a f TL
,

whereP is the incident intensity of the pump field,a is the
absorption coefficient at the line center. If we include a
the spontaneous decay at the working transition, the met
of calculation is almost identical. The final expression for t
output power, including both effects of the spontaneous
cay and inhomogeneous pumping field, has the follow
form

WAS5cp~z!,
4-6
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p~z!5
N/t f T211^P& f T /t~11e2z2B!

11q1e2z1qe2z/q2B >0, ~3.8!

where

B5A
q211qe2z/q2e2z

q221
,

A5Aml /G l , c5TSADk2/Gm/Aml is the dimensional scale
factor, andS is the average cross section of the light bea
Equation~3.8! is the solution of the self-consistent proble
on Raman lasing provided the amplification exceeds
losses. If the losses are greater@numerator~3.8! is negative#,
thenp(z)50 is the steady-state solution.

In a similar manner as Eq.~3.6!, p(z) could be split into
two terms, that describe completely different phenome
The first term, proportional toNf T /t21, is responsible for
conventional lasing on the working transition. The seco
term describes the Raman lasing due to the optical pum
and includes the parameters of all three levels. The first t
has a frequency~z! dependence in the denominator on
which is caused by the saturation effect. When the gain
above the thresholdN/t.1, and pumping is negligible
^P&!N2t, we obtain the Lamb dip in the spectral profi
@28#. Its cusplike profile is determined by the Coulomb co
lisions @20#.

In the opposite limiting case of strong optical pump^P&
@uN2tu z dependence enters in both the numerator and
nominator of the second term. Generally, they lead to form
tion of a narrow peak with the diffusion width of the upp
level and a wide dip with the diffusion width of the lowe
level. The qualitative behavior atAÞ0 remains almost the
same. Contrary toA50, the factors involvingz dependence
do not cancel each other, even atq→1. Note that the gener
ated power is proportional to the pump powerP. This is a
particular feature of the Raman laser in contrast to the t
level laser.

An additional contribution into the peak appears from t
first term of Eq.~3.8! when the losses prevail at the workin
transitionN,t. This effect is analogous in some respects
saturated absorption peak@29#, but can be observed only a
presence of pumpinĝP&*t2N.0. The generation is pos
sible when the optical pump compensates the losses.
contribution is independent ofP and allows subtracting i
from the total line profile. Moreover, the second term in E
~3.8!, proportional toP, starts to dominate already at rel
tively small excess above the generation threshold.

Thus, the peak in the spectral profile is formed due
diffusion in the velocity space, provided that the widths
resonant structures on levelsm and l are different. This dif-
ference exists even for equal relaxation constantsGm5G l if
spontaneous emission is taken into consideration.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT

Spectral profiles measured at different pump laser po
are shown in Fig. 5. The experiment was performed wit
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the scope of the theory. Three top curves 1, 2, and 3 w
recorded at the same discharge pressure, while for the bo
curve 4 the pressure was higher. In the same picture,
theoretical curves calculated with formula~3.8! are also pre-
sented. Curves 1, 2, and 3 were fitted by parameteq
5AGm /G l and scale factorc. ParametersP/t andN/t have
been estimated from independent measurements. In the
processing, the following values are assumed:n52D/vT

2

50.1Gm , N/t50.53, kvT53.2 GHz, aL51.5, and A
50.5q2 according to experimental conditions. The fittin
was carried out using the central part of the curv
(uVpu,kpvT), since the approximation underlying the theo
is not valid at the wings.

As a result of the least-square fitting, the common va
q51.3 is obtained for curves 1, 2, and 3. This value cor
sponds toGm /G l.1.7 and agrees with the literature. A
mentioned in Sec. II, the data on the lifetime of final lev
4s8 2D5/2 by different authors@22,23# vary by a factor of 3.
The present fitting makes it possible to measure the lifet
ratio more accurately. From known valueGm

21.6 ns we
obtain G l

21.10 ns with collisional deactivation included
For the bottom curve 4, the valueq51.3 was assumed an
N/t became the fitting parameter. The result isN/t55.6
31023, which almost matches the threshold of linear a
sorption. The independent measurement in the ‘‘high-Q
cavity agrees well with this value.

Figure 5 confirms that the shape of spectral profile p
sists at increasingP. The width of the peak is governed b
the velocity change on levelm: dm5kvTAn/2Gm
50.7 GHz. We should take into account that the peak in
spectral profile is twice as narrow as the Bennett-type hol
the velocity distribution in frequency units. The tunabili
range depends on the excess of the amplification above
generation threshold. The excess is determined by b
pumpingP and linear gainN in agreement with Eq.~3.8!.
The absence of wings under higher pressure is a resu
decreased linear gainN at the same pumpingP. The same
reason increases the fluctuations: points in series 4 are
tered, since the gain approaches the threshold. Figure 5
indicates that the height of the peak is slightly above
theoretical prediction. Possible explanation is the satura
effect with respect to the pumping field ignored in the theo
At uVpu.kpvT the contribution of the two-photon coherenc
effect grows and may lead to the observed deviations at
wings.

Absolute height of the peak~minus the pad! grows up
linearly with pumpingP. It points to the main role of the
second term of formula~3.8! proportional to the pumpingP
and indicates that the effects like saturated absorption@29#
are negligible under experimental conditions. Qualitative u
derstanding of the main processes permits us to compare
4 with the theory, although the near-electrode plasma abs
tion is not known exactly. If we fit only the central pea
then the least-squares yield a reasonable parameterq51.2,
which agrees with the data extracted from Fig. 5. The the
does not describe the wings of the spectral profile, aver
absorption along the tube at the working transition and c
responding absolute value ofN significantly changes with
4-7
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the detuning in contrast to the basic assumptions of
theory.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that peculiarities of plasma as an ac
medium fundamentally modifies the spectral profile of t
ion Raman laser with traveling pump wave and standing o
put wave. As distinct from the neutral gas, a comparativ
broad peak is observed instead of a narrow two-photon
Its shape coincides with that of the collisionally broaden
Bennett hole at the intermediate level. Its width is about 7
MHz, which exceeds the width of the forbidden transition
more than an order of magnitude.

The convenient theory of Raman lasing is often based
the assumption of output field being weak compared to
pumping power. It therefore ignores the saturation on
working transition. The generated wave in our experim
happened to be strong, so that its interpretation lies bey
the scope of the perturbation theory. We develop the al
native model describing the strong field on the working tra
sition and weak pumping field. The second unusual fea
of our theory is collisional dephasing of the forbidden tra
sition polarization. Soft ion scattering in plasma turned ou
be sufficient to destroy the coherence effects within the D
pler contour. The theory also provides the answer to
question on why the slope of the frequency characteristic
determined by the ratio of wavelengths even off the Dopp
contour. The coherence effect breaks the symmetry betw
two counterpropagating waves. Because of the nonlin
A

.

.

.

s.

,
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mode competition, only the wave parallel to the pumpi
one is generated.

The proposed model describes well the experimen
spectral profilesWAS(Vp) for various pump powers and dis
charge pressures. The sharp peak with contrast 1.5–2 ag
the smooth background was observed within the broad
main of parameters. Under some conditions the isolated p
without a pad was registered, or the peak inside a smo
dip. Each case agrees qualitatively with the theory.

The shape of spectral profile is very sensitive to the ra
of working level lifetimesGm /G l and the effective transpor
frequencyn. That permits one to utilize the effect for th
determination of one lifetime provided the other is know
Such an estimation has been done in the present paper f
Ar II metastable levels in plasma. If both lifetimes are me
sured independently, then the collision frequency can be
tracted from the peak shape. Thus the effect may also
helpful for plasma diagnostics.
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